ABSTRACT. Applications of combinatorial game theory to Go have, so far, been focused on endgames and eyespace values, but CGT can be applied to any situation that involves counting. In this paper, we will show how CGT can be used to count liberties in Go semeai (capturing races).
Introduction
Combinatorial game theory (CGT) [1] [2] has been applied to many kinds of existing games and has produced a lot of excellent results. In the case of Go, applications have focused on endgames [3] [4] [6] [7] [10] and eyespace values [5] so far, but CGT can be applied to any situation that involves counting. In this paper, we will show another application of CGT to Go, that is, to count liberties in capturing races. A capturing race, or semeai, is a particular kind of life and death problem in which two adjacent opposing groups fight to capture each other's group. In addition to the skills involved in openings and endgames, skills in winning capturing races are an important factor in a player's strength at Go. In order to win a complicated capturing race, various techniques, such as counting liberties, taking away the opponent's liberties and extending selfliberties, are required in addition to wide and deep reading. Expert human players usually count liberties for each part of blocks involved in semeai and sum them up. A position of capturing races can also be decomposed into independent subpositions, as in the cases of endgames and eyespaces.
We propose a method to analyze capturing races having no shared liberty or only simple shared liberties. The method uses combinatorial game values of external liberties. We also prove an evaluation formula to find the outcome of the capturing races.
Capturing races
Terminology. Figure 1 shows an example of capturing races in Go. Both Black and White blocks of circled stones have only one eye and want to capture the opponent's block to make the second eye. In order to describe capturing races, we use the following terminology. ESSENTIAL BLOCK: A block is a maximal connected set of stones of the same color and the adjacent empty points of a block are called liberties. If a block loses all its liberties, it is captured and removed from the board. An essential block is a block of Black or White stones which must be saved from capture. Capturing an essential block immediately decides a semeai. Related research. Müller [8] gives a detailed discussion of capturing races. He classifies semeais into nine classes in terms of types of external and shared liberties and eye status. Figure 2 shows some examples of his classification. He gives an evaluation formula for class 0 and class 1 semeais, which have exactly one essential block of each color and only plain external and shared liberties, and have no eye or only one eye in nakade shape. This is a really simple formula but it is enough to decide complicated semeais such as one eye versus no eye semeais and big eye versus small eye semeais. Nevertheless, it is only applicable to the restricted classes of semeais whose liberties are all plain liberties, that is, all the liberty counts are numbers. Generally, liberty counts are not numbers in the higher class of semeais, but are games whose values change with each player's move.
Analysis of capturing races using CGT
Although we must take into account the territory score to analyze a Go endgame using CGT, we don't need to assign the terminal score explicitly because the score comes out of CGT itself if we forbid pass moves, which are permitted in Go, and permit a return of one prisoner to the opponent as a move instead of playing on the board. In the case of eyespace values, we have to assign the terminal score explicitly as the number of distinct eyes, but we can easily find the terminal nodes and ignore plays beyond the nodes, that is, plays to numbers, because once the defender makes a secure eye space, the attacker cannot destroy it. But in the case of capturing races, even though the number of liberties of essential blocks is taken into account, there remains a subtle problem of how to assign the terminal scores. Unlike eyespace values, no secure liberty exists in capturing races, because the attacker can always fill the defender's liberties one by one. Even eye liberties are not secure. The attacker can fill liberties inside the eye.
How to count liberties. To model capturing races, we define the game SemGo, which has the same rules as Go except for scoring. In SemGo, the terminal score is basically the number of liberties of essential blocks, but it is exactly the number of the opponent's moves which are required to take away all the liberties. By convention, Black is Left and White is Right; Black scores are positive and White scores are negative. Figure 3 (a), White's essential block has three liberties, but Black cannot directly attack White's external liberty, because if he simply fills the liberty, Black's attacking block gets to be in atari, and White can capture Black's five stones and White's essential block is alive. So, Black needs to spend one move to protect at the point of his false eye prior to attacking. Generally, liberty scores in external liberty regions are greater than or equal to the number of liberties of essential blocks. In Figure 3 (b), if White plays first, the score is zero, but if Black plays first, the number of liberties becomes three. In Figure 3 (c), Black can connect his two stones and the score becomes four, if he plays first. Although it seems easy to obtain a CGT expression from a position of SemGo, we have to resolve the subtle problem of how we can find the terminal nodes and assign scores to them. As long as liberties of essential blocks exist, both players still have legal moves in SemGo, but not all moves are useful for both players. The attacker always has good moves, because he can fill the defender's liberties one by one. The defender, on the other hand, may not have any useful moves. If the defender cannot extend his own liberties by at least one, he should not play any more. It is always a bad move to take away his own liberties. In order to obtain CGT expressions, we have to prune the useless moves explicitly in contrast to endgames and eyespace values. Figure 4 on the next page shows the key idea of pruning in SemGo. The position in Figure 4 (a) has exactly one dame and the ordinary CGT value is f0 j 0g D . In part (b) of the figure, Black's essential block has one liberty and Black's option of reducing his own liberty should be pruned. We assign the value one to the root node of the resulting game tree in part (c). Part (d) and (e) show the case of White's essential block.
The process for assigning the terminal value is summarized in the sidebar on the next page. Process for Assigning Terminal Score (i) Play out all legal moves for both players until the essential block has no liberty.
At present, it doesn't matter whether the move is good or bad. All the leaf nodes are zero.
In practice, however, we can count the number of liberties when they become plain liberties.
(ii) Execute the following operations from bottom to top.
If the temperature of a node is less than or equal to one, prune the defender's branch.
If the resulting node becomes either of the following forms, replace it:
This replacement operation is exactly contrary to conventional CGT.
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the process for assigning the terminal score. A number between parentheses denotes the temperature of the node. All three positions in Figure 5 have the same score of 1, even if Black poses a threat to gain the number of liberties at the bottom position. In Figure 6 on the next page, the threat on White is immediately reversed by Black's fill, and White's option is pruned. Evaluation method. The winning condition of SemGo is different from that of endgames and eyespaces, because we cannot define the winner as the player who plays the last move. In SemGo the player who fills all the liberties of all of the opponent's essential blocks in all summands is the winner. Suicidal moves are forbidden except for the last winning move. In the case of endgames and eyespaces, the fact that the smallest incentive for a move is infinitesimal, that is 0-ish and cooling by one, or chilling, plays a very important role in analyzing positions. But in the case of SemGo , the smallest incentive is 1-ish, because the attacker always has a move to fill the opponent's liberties one by one. Therefore, cooling by 1 makes SemGo 0-ish and another cooling by 1 gives us the winner. That is to say, cooling by 2 is the most important technique for analysis of SemGo positions. The procedure below illustrates how to evaluate games of SemGo. We assume that each summand is a position of an external liberty region and no shared liberty region exists.
The resulting value rounded up and down in cases 2 and 3 is called the adjustment value.
Evaluation Method of SemGo
Suppose that G is SemGo and g is the game of "G cooled by 2". CASE 2: n < g < n C 1 (for an integer n):
If Black plays first, he can round up g to n C 1 in keeping his turn. If White plays first, he can round down g to n in keeping his turn. Check the resulting value using the conditions of case 1. CASE 3: g <> n (g is not comparable to an integer n):
If Black plays first, he can round up g to n C 1 in keeping his turn. If White plays first, he can round down g to n 1 in keeping his turn. Check the resulting value using the conditions of case 1.
Examples
4.1. Partial board problems. Figure 7 shows some simple (!) problems of capturing races and Figure 9 shows the analyses of these problems using our method described in the previous section. The recommended winning move is and the other winning move is in Figure 9 . The game is f4 j 0g and after cooling by 2, the value 2 is obtained. Figure 8(b) shows the game tree of the upper right subgame. The game is f6 j f4 j 0gg and after cooling by 2, the value 4" is obtained. The integer part of each subgame's value is shown by small Black and White dots, or markings, in Figure 9 , as used in [3] . In Problem 1, the cooled value of the lower part is 7 and the total value is 2 C 4" C . 7/ D 1". Black's adjustment value of 1" is 0 and he can win if he plays first. The only winning move for Black is to play to . Black can get tedomari as shown in Figure 10 first move, White gets tedomari and White wins as shown in Figure 10 (b). In Problem 2, the lower subgame is f 5 j 9g and the cooled value is 7. The total value is 2 C 4" 7 D 1". Black can round up the value to 0 and win. Unlike Problem 1, Black should play to ", which is the only winning move in this problem. Figure 11 (a) shows a winning sequence and Figure 11 (b) shows a failure. In Problem 3, the lower subgame is f 5 j 8g and the cooled value Figure 12 shows two examples of whole board problems. Both problems are really complicated and may stump high-dan professionals. Problem 5 can be decomposed into six subgames whose values are not integers (Figure 13(a) ). Figure 14 shows the game trees and cooled values of these subgames, and Figure 13(b) illustrates the values of all subgames and the winning moves. The total score is 1"©, because Black has two more liberties and White has ten more liberties outside of the above six subgames. Since 0 > 1"© > 1, Black can round up the value to 0 and win the semeai if he plays first. The recommended winning move shown as in Figure 13 is to attack ©, but in this case, attacking # also leads Black toward a win. is an example of failure. If Black plays to *, Black cannot win even if Black plays both © and # afterward.
Whole board problems.
The position of Problem 6 is decomposed into thirteen subgames as shown in Figure 16(a) . The game value and its atomic weight for each subgame is shown in Figure 16(b) . The total value is 1-ish and is fuzzy with 1. Black's adjustment value is 0 and Black can win. Black's only winning move is to play to the subgame C. Figure 16 essential block is 22 and the number of liberties of White's essential block is 21, so Black wins the semeai regardless of who moves first from here. Figure 16(d) shows an interesting game tree whose cooled value has " as an infinitesimal.
(b) Success: 6-11 (c) Success: 12-22
(e) Success: 29-36 (f) Success: 37-42 
Corridors
Corridors are simple positions that are precisely analyzable and hence give us good examples. In SemGo, corridors of width three exactly correspond to the corridors of width one in endgames, and corridors of width one or two have integer values. Figure 17 Figure 19 . In Figure  19 (a), the right side is a mirror image of the left side except that Black's essential block has one more liberty in the top center and White has just played at the point corresponding to b. It is obvious that Black can win the game if he plays at b in his first move and follows a symmetric strategy supposing that an essential block cannot make two eyes without capturing the opponent's essential block. But if Black plays at a, White gets tedomari and Black loses. shows an example of a losing sequence. Whatever sequence Black plays after his first move at a, White can win the difference game. Figure 20 is a catalog of corridors in SemGo. 
Summary and future work
In this paper, we described a new genre of applications of CGT to the game of Go. We proposed a method of counting liberties in capturing races using CGT and analyzed some complicated semeai problems which seem to be hard to solve even for the most experienced players. Although we have assumed that SemGo positions have no shared liberty regions so far, we can easily extend the applicability of our method to SemGo positions with some simple shared liberties. The attacker can win the semeai if 0 F: Formula 2 is a straightforward improvement of Müller's semeai formula to be applied to the higher class of semeais. In Formula 2, we use the adjustment value of the sum of external liberty regions instead of a simple number of liberties.
Analyzing capturing races poses various problems. In shared liberty regions, a player can be an attacker and a defender at the same time. Properties of complicated shape of shared liberty regions are still unknown. Kos in capturing races have different characteristics from kos in endgames and capturing races with kos are also difficult to analyze. In order to truly analyze Go positions, we have to integrate all the analyses of eyespaces, capturing races and endgames into a unified description.
